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Abstract. The Crout variant of ILU preconditioner devised recently has been to have
some advantages over conventional row-based ILU preconditioner. One of advantages
is to be able to adopt a dropping strategy for estimating column norm of inverse $U^{-1}$ .
This paper shows how to extend this inverse-based dropping 8trategy to solve a linear
system of equations with symmetric positive definite matrix. Furthermore this paper
reveals signiflcant characteristics of inverse-based dropping strategy through numerical
experiments.
1.
$A_{X}=b$ . $A$ $A=(a_{i,j})\in$
$R^{nx_{\hslash}}$ , $x\in R^{n}$ , $b\in R^{n}$ .
, IC(Incomplete Cholesky, IC )
. IC , $A$
$M=U^{T}U(\approx A)$ ( , $U$ $U=(u_{i,j})\in R^{nxn}$ ). ,
IC (IC with tolerance: , IC(to ) [14] ,
, tol
, $U$ . , $M^{-1}=(U^{T}U)^{-1}$
,
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(1.1) $(U^{-T}AU^{-1})(Ux)=U^{-T}b$
. , ,
. , IC(to ,
$U$ , $U^{-1}$ $X$
[31 [41 [5]. ,
, $U^{-1}$ $X$ ,
. , $U^{-1}$
$X$ .
, Crout $LU$ ( , ILUC )












, $U,$ $R$ , $R$
, ( ) $U$ . ,
. IC(to ,
tol , $U$ tol
, (
) . , , $A$
( , CCS ) [1] , CCS
$U^{T}$ . , ,
$U^{T}$ $L=(l_{jl})$ .
IC(to , $U^{T}$ $k=1,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ , .
, $a_{\dot{j}l}$ ,
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$U^{T}$ . , IC(to ,
$\overline{a_{j,j}}=a_{j,j}$ .
[IC(to ]
$a_{jl}^{*}=a_{j} \rho-\sum_{m=1}^{k-1}l_{j,m}l_{k,m},$ $(j=k+1, \ldots, n)$
$l_{jl}=\{\begin{array}{ll}a_{j,k}^{*}/l_{kl}, ( \frac{|a_{j.k}|}{\sqrt{(a_{j}\neg r^{a}\Gamma_{ll})}}>tol UD \text{ }) (j=k+1, \ldots,n)0. ( \frac{|a_{j,k}|}{\sqrt{\varpi_{u^{g}}a\varpi_{u}}}\leq tol \text{ })(j=k+1, \ldots.n)\end{array}$
, , (2.1) ,
. , IC(to
. IC(to , $\alpha$ ,
$A$ $\alpha$ . IC(to .




. , $A$ ( ) ( tol $0$ )
$\overline{U}$ , $IC(tol)$ $U$
.
(3.1) $U^{T}=\overline{U}^{T}+\tilde{X}^{T}$ , $U=\overline{U}+\tilde{X}$ .
, $U$ $U^{-l}$ $X$ .
(3.2) $U^{-T}=\overline{U}^{-T}+X^{T}$ , $U^{-1}=\overline{U}^{-1}+X$.
(3.1), (3.2) , $U^{-T}AU^{-1}$ .
(3.3) $U^{-T}AU^{-1}=I+\overline{U}X+X^{T}\overline{U}^{T}+X^{T}AX$.
, (3.3) (3.1) $\tilde{X}$ .
, $U$ $\tilde{X}$ $U^{-l}$ $X$
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, (3.3) , $U^{-1}$ $X$
.





IC(to $U_{a}$ (3.1) ,
.
(3.5) $U_{a}^{T}=\overline{U}_{\alpha}^{T}+\tilde{X}_{a}^{T}$ , $U_{\alpha}=\overline{U}_{a}+\tilde{X}_{a}$
, $U_{\alpha}$ $U_{\overline{\alpha}}^{1}$ (3.2) , $X_{\alpha}$
.
(3.6) $U_{\overline{\alpha}}^{T}=\overline{U}_{\overline{\alpha}}^{T}+X_{\alpha}^{T}$ , $U_{\overline{\alpha}}^{1}=\overline{U}_{\overline{\alpha}}^{1}+X_{\alpha}$ .




$IC(tol)$ , $x_{\alpha}$ , $Y$
.
, $U^{-1}$ ,
, $U^{-T}$ ( $U^{-1}$ ) ,
IC(to , .
4. lnverse-based $IC(tol)$
Inverse-based $IC(tol)$ ( , ibJC(to$l$) ) ,
,
$IC(tol)$ . Table 1 IC(to $ibJC(tol\gamma$
. , ibJC(to ,
. , , $\overline{U}^{T}=(\overline{u}_{jj})$ $\overline{L}=(\overline{l}_{i,j})$
.
, , 1 $k$ $L$ 1 $k$
, $k+1$ $n$ $\overline{a_{i,i}}(1\leq i\leq n)$
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$L$ $k$ , $l_{jl}(j>k)$ .
, $L_{k}$ . , $\overline{L}_{k}$ , $L$ $k$
$l_{j,k}(i>$ .
, $\overline{L}_{k}$ $A$ $k$ . ,
$e_{i}(1\leq i\leq n)$ $i$ 1 , $i$ $0$ .
$L_{k}=\overline{L}_{k}-l_{jl}e_{j}e_{k}^{T}$ .
$j\succ k$ , $\overline{L}_{k}e_{j}=\overline{a_{j.j}}e_{j}$ ,
(4.1) $L_{k}=\overline{L}_{k}-l_{j,k}e_{j}e_{k}^{T}=\overline{L}_{k}(I-l_{j,k}e_{j}e_{k}^{T}/a_{j,j}\neg$
. (4.1) , $L_{k}^{-1}$ .
$L_{k}^{-1}=(I-l_{jik}e_{j}e_{k}^{T}/a_{j,j}\neg^{-1}\tilde{L}_{k}^{-1}$
$\approx\overline{L}_{k}^{-1}+l_{jl}e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\tilde{L}_{k}^{-1}/\overline{a_{j.j}}$ .
, $L_{k}$ $L_{k}^{-1}$ $l_{jf}/\overline{a_{\ddot{u}}}$ $\overline{L}_{k}^{-1}$ $k$
. , $||l_{j,k}e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}_{k}^{-1}/\overline{a_{j,j}}||_{\infty}=|l_{j,k}/\overline{a_{j.j}}|||e_{j}e_{k}^{\tau_{\overline{L}_{k}^{-l}}}||_{\infty}$
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,. , $||A||_{\infty}$ $A$ ,
(4.2) $||A||_{\infty}= \max_{X\neq 0}\frac{||A_{X}||_{\infty}}{||x||_{\infty}}=\max_{i}\sum_{j--1}^{n}|a_{i,j}|$
. , $||e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}_{k}^{-1}||_{\infty}$ $0$ $b$
, . , $\overline{L}_{k}^{-1}$ $k$ , $\overline{L}^{-l}$ $k$






, $||e_{j}e_{k}^{r_{\overline{L}^{-1}}}||_{\infty}$ , (4.3) $b(\neq 0)$
. (4.2) , $i=m$ ,
(4.4) $\sum_{j--1}^{n}|a_{i,j}|$
, $x$ $i$ ,
(4.5) $x_{j}=sign(a_{m,j})$, $(j=1,2, \ldots, n)$
[101 [11]. , sign ,
sign$(t)=\{\begin{array}{ll}+1, (t\geq 0)-1 (t<0)\end{array}$
. , (4.3) , $\overline{L}^{-1}$ ,
$b$ . ,
$b=(-b_{1}, -b_{2}, \ldots, -b_{\hslash})^{T}$ ,
(4.6) $(b_{1}, b_{2}, \ldots, b_{n}=\pm 1)$
, $||e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}^{-1}b||_{\infty}$ $b$ .
$b$ , .
(4.7) $||e_{\dot{\text{ }}}e_{k}^{\tau_{\overline{L}^{-1}||_{\infty}\approx}} \frac{||e_{j}e_{k}^{r_{\overline{L}^{-1}b||_{\infty}}}}{||b||_{\infty}}$
(4.7) , $\overline{Z}\xi=b$ $\xi$ $k$ , $\xi$ $k$
$\xi_{k}$ , $b$ $k$ . , $\xi_{k}=$
$(\xi_{1},\xi_{2}, \ldots,\xi_{k},0, \ldots,0)^{T}$ .
$\xi_{k}=(b_{k}-e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}_{k-1}\xi_{k-1})/l_{k}$ .
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, $||e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}^{-l}|$ . ,
$\xi_{k}$ $v_{k}$ , $||e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}^{-1}||_{\infty}$ $e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}_{k-1}\xi_{k-l}$ .
Algorithm 1: Estimating the norms $||e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}^{-1}||_{\infty}$














(4.8) $|l_{j\lambda}|/\sqrt{\overline{a_{j.j}}}=|a_{j,k}^{*}|/\sqrt{\varpi a_{j.j}a\mapsto u}\leq tol$
. , Inverse-based , Algorithm 1
,
(4.9) $|l_{jl}/\overline{a_{j,j}}|||e_{j}e_{k}^{T}\overline{L}^{-1}||_{\infty}=|l_{jl}||\xi_{k}|/|\overline{a_{j,j}}|=|a_{j.k}^{*}||\xi_{k}|/(|\overline{a_{j,j}}|\sqrt{\neg au}\leq tol$
.
5.
, Kouhia [6] $S3DKQ4M2$ , S3DKT3M2
2 . Table 2
. , S3DKQ4M2 ( )
, , S3DKT3M2
[21 [61 $\cdot$
, Fortran90 , ,
-03, , CPU Pentium4 ( 3.$8GHz$)
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PC . $x_{0}=0$ .
. 2 1 .
2 : $||r_{m}||_{2}/||r_{0}||_{2}\leq 10^{-8}$ . IC(to ,
$ib$ $C$(to tol $o.\alpha$)$5$ 0.15 0.005 ( 30 )
, $\alpha$ 0.0 0.2 0.02 ( 11 ) ($\alpha=0$
IC(to , iblC(to ).
$S3DKQ4M2$ , S3DKT3M2 $IC(tol)$ CG ( , SIC$(tol\gamma-$
CG ) $ibJC(tol)$ CG ( , $SiblC(tol)- CG$ )
, Table 3, 4 . , “time“
CG , $\min$ ’, $\max’$
( ) , , “ave.” ( ) (
) .
, Fig. 1-4 $S3DKQ4M2$, S3DKT3M2 SIC$(toI)- CG$ $SibJC(tol)-$
CG tol $\alpha$ . ,
.
, Table 5, 6 $S3DKQ4M2$ , S3DKT3M2 SIC(to -C $S$
$ib1C(tol)- CG$ $\alpha$ . ,
“break” .
Table 2. $Specifica\dot{0}on$ of tested real symmetric $posi\dot{\mathfrak{a}}ve$ definite matrices.
[ S3DKQ4M2 ]
, Table 3, Fig. 1, 2 .
$\bullet$ , , , $SibJC(to0- CG$ $SlC(tol)- CG$
. , SIC(tol)-CG , ( )
.
$\bullet$ , , , SIC(to -CG $S$
$ibJC(tol)- CG$ , , $Sib$ $C(toi)- CG$ SIC$(to\iota\gamma- CG$
.
$\bullet$ SIC$(tol)- CG$ $tol,$ $\alpha$ . ,
$tol=0.05$ ,0.055, $\alpha=0.06$ $tol=$ 0.105, $\alpha=0.14$ ,
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Table 3. Camparison of convergence property of shiftedlC$(toi)- CG$ and shifted
$iblC(toi)- CG$ methods for matnix $S3DKQ4M2$ .
Table 4. Campanison of convergence property of shiR\’elC(tol\gamma -CG and shifted
$ibJC(tol)- CG$ methods for matrix $S3DKT3M2$.
$tol=0.05,$ $\alpha=0.05,0.07$ , $tol=0.1,$ $\alpha=0.12,0.14,0.16,0.18$ ,
$tol=0.105,$ $\alpha=016$ .
$\bullet$ $SiblC(tol)- CG$ $tol,$ $\alpha$ . ,
$tol,$ $\alpha$ $SibJC(to$ -CG .
, Table 5 .
$\bullet$ ) , SIC(to -CG $SibJC(tol)- CG$ , $\alpha$
. , tol , SIC(tol)-CG $S$
$ibJC(tol)- CG$ ,
$-tol=0.O1$ , $\alpha=0.02$ 40% , $\alpha=0.2$ 15% .
$-tol=0.05$ , $\alpha=0.06$ 45% , $\alpha=0.2$ 30% .
$-tol=0.1$ , $\alpha=0.12$ 55% , $\alpha=0.2$ 45% .
$-tol=0.15$ , $\alpha=0.12$ 65% , $\alpha=0.2$ 50% .
$\bullet$ , $SiblC(tol\gamma- CG$ $\alpha$ ,
SIC(tol)-CG $\alpha$ . ,
$-tol=0.O1$ , $\alpha=0.12$ .
$-tol=0.05$ , $\alpha=0.06,0.08,0.12$ . $\alpha=0.06$
.
$-tol=0.1$ , $\alpha=0.2$ .
$-tol=0.15$ , $\alpha$ .
[ S3DKT3M2 ]
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Table 5. Computational costs and fill-ins of $shifted\lrcorner C(to0- CG$ and shifted ibJC(to$l$)$- CG$
methods for matrix $S3DKQ4M2$.
, Table 4, Fig. 3, 4 .
$\bullet$ , , , $Sib1C(to\overline{l})- CG$ SIC(tol)-CG
.
$\bullet$ , , , SIC$(tol)- CG$ $S$
$iblC(tol)- CG$ , , $SiblC(toI)- CG$ SIC(to -CG
.
$\bullet$ SIC(tol)-CG $tol,$ $\alpha$ . ,
$tol=$ 0.045, $\alpha=0.04$ , $tol=0.05$ , 0.095, $\alpha=0.06$ , $tol=0.\omega 5$
. 0.1, $\alpha=0.08$ , $tol=0.14,$ $a=0.12$ .
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Table 6. Computational costs and fill-ins of $shiRedJC(toI)- CG$ and shifted $ibJC(tol)- CG$
methods for matrix $S3DKT3M2$ .
$\bullet$ $SiblC(tol)- CG$ $tol,$ $\alpha$ . ,
$tol,$ $\alpha$ $SiblC(tol)- CG$ .
, Table 6 .
$\bullet$ , SIC(to$l$)$- CG$ $SiblC(tol\gamma- CG$ , $\alpha$
. , tol , SIC$(tol)- CG$ $S$
$iblC(toi)- CG$ ,
$-tol=0.O1$ , $\alpha=0.02$ 40% , $\alpha=0.2$ 10% .
$-tol=0.05$ , $\alpha=0.06$ 40% , $\alpha=0.2$ 35% .
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$\frac{-0\alpha-0\alpha 0\alpha un\alpha\alpha-00\epsilon-\alpha\iota 0}{}$ $\infty\overline{-\alpha\prime-0\prime 4QQ||QQ||-ozo}^{1}$
(a) $0\leq\alpha\leq 0.1$ (b) $0.12\leq\alpha\leq 0.2$
$\mapsto^{\cdot\cdot 0\infty-0\alpha 0\alpha uno\alpha\cdot\cdot 0D|\cdot\cdot\alpha to\neg}$ $\infty-01l-0140\overline{\alpha tl001|-0p}0$
(a) $0\leq\alpha\leq 0.1$ (b) $0.12\leq\alpha\leq 0.2$
Fig. 2. Iterations versus tolerance value and shifted value of shifted $iblC(tol)- CG$ method
for matrix $S3DKQ4M2$.
$-tol=0.1$ , $\alpha=0.08$ 50% , $\alpha=0.2$ 50% .
$-$ $tol=0.15$ , $\alpha=0.12$ 60% , $\alpha=0.2$ 50% .
$\bullet$ , $SiblC(tol)- CG$ $\alpha$ ,
SIC$(toi)- CG$ $\alpha$ . ,
$-tol=0.O1$ , .
$-$ $tol=0.05$ , $a=0.06$ .
$-tol=0.1$ , $\alpha=0.08$ .
$-$ $tol=0.15$ , $\alpha$ .
SIC$(tol)- CG$ , $tol,$ $\alpha$ .
S3DKQ4M2 , .
, $\acute{s}_{\lrcorner}bJC(to\mathfrak{h}- CG$ , $tol,$ $\alpha$ ,
, . , , Table
5, 6 , $\alpha$ , SIC($tol\gamma- CG$ $s_{\lrcorner}b1C(to$ -CG
. , $S3DKQ4M2$, S3DKT3M2
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$\sim 0\alpha-0\alpha 0\alpha uo0\alpha-0D*-a\iota 0$ $|\underline{- 0}1l-01\cdot O\propto|arrow 0\alpha|\cdot\cdot QJ0$
(a) $0\leq a\leq 0.1$ (b) $0.12\leq\alpha\leq 0.2$
$\infty-0\infty-0\alpha 0\alpha uo\alpha u-0M\cdot 010$
(a) $0\leq\alpha\leq 0.1$ (b) $0.12\leq a\leq 0.2$
Fig. 4. Iterations versus tolerance value and shifted value of shifted $ibJC(tol)- CG$ method
for matrix $S3DKT3M2$.
, $\alpha$ , Fig. 5
. , ,
( ), ( ) ,
. , tol $tol=0.15$ .
Fig. 5(a) .
$\bullet$ SIC(tol)-CG , $\alpha=0.14$ $\alpha=0.28$ ,
$\alpha=0.3$ $\alpha=0.5$ .
$\bullet$ SIC(tol)-CG , $\alpha$ .
$\bullet$ $SibJC(to$ -CG , $\alpha$ .
$\bullet$ $SibJC(to$Q-CG , $\alpha$ .
$\bullet$ $\alpha=0.5$ , .
, Fig. 5(b) .
$\bullet$ SIC(tol)-CG , $\alpha=0.16$ $\alpha=0.22$ , $\alpha=0.26$
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, $\alpha=0.28$ $\alpha=0.6$ .
$\bullet$ SIC$(tol)- CG$ , $\alpha$ .
$\bullet$ $SibIC(tol)- CG$ , $\alpha$ .
$\bullet$ $SibJC(tol)- CG$ , $a$ .
$\bullet$ $\alpha=0.6$ , .
(a) matrix S3DKQ4M2 (b) matrix S3DKT3M2
Fig. 5. Iterations and fill-ins versus shifted value of $shiRedJC(toI)- CG$ and shifted
$ib1C(to\mathfrak{h}- CG$ methods for test mamces$(tol=0.15)$ .
, $S$ $b1C(tol)- CG$ , $tol,$ $\alpha$
. ,
(36) , SibJC(tol) $X_{\alpha}$ ,
$U_{a}$ , $U_{a}^{-T}AU_{a}^{-1}$
, $tol,$ $a$
. , $a$ SibJC(tol)-CG
, (49) , SIC$(tol)- CG$ (48)
$\alpha$ . , $a$
(4.9) $|\xi|$ , (4.8)





$IC(to\Gamma)$ . , Inverse-based
$IC(tol)$ $ib1C(toI)$ , $iblC(tol)$
, . , ,
IC(to CG , tol $a$ ,
.
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